ABSTRACT

We describe a new application of deep-learning-based speech synthesis, namely multilingual speech synthesis for generating controllable foreign accent. Specifically, we train a DBLSTM-based acoustic model on non-accented multilingual speech recordings from a speaker native in several languages. By copying durations and pitch contours from a pre-recorded utterance of the desired prompt, natural prosody is achieved. We call this paradigm “cyborg speech” as it combines human and machine speech parameters. Segmentally accented speech is produced by interpolating specific quin-phone linguistic features towards phones from the other language that represent non-native mispronunciations. Experiments on synthetic American-English-accented Japanese speech show that subjectivity synthesis quality matches monolingual synthesis, that natural pitch is maintained, and that naturalistic phone substitutions generate output that is perceived as having an American foreign accent, even though only non-accented training data was used.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Not all speech synthesis systems are created with the primary goal of facilitating the interaction between man and machine – the ability for a computer to mimic human speech also opens a window into human perception of speech. This paper describes how modern deep-learning-based speech synthesis can provide new tools for perception research. Specifically, we demonstrate a novel application of neural-network-based speech synthesis, which is to synthesise foreign-accented speech from unaccented speech recordings alone.

The synthesis approach we describe allows phonetic output control at the segmental level while recreating the prosody of natural speech recordings. This is particularly appealing for “microscope studies” of speech perception which explore the effect of carefully-defined phonetic alterations that are well resolved in time and degree. The speech stimuli we generate embody pronunciation manipulations that are difficult to elicit from human speakers, and complement more labour-intensive stimulus-creation tools from speech perception such as splicing or manipulating recorded speech signals in a parametric/vocoder representation.

Compared to existing speech synthesisers, especially in perception and foreign-accent research as described in Sec. 2, our main achievements are:

1. Using deep learning to generate high-quality speech with controllable, segment-level foreign accent, despite using only native multilingual speech recordings as input.

2. Replicating prosodically-relevant speech properties (pitch and phone durations) as extracted from natural speech recordings, thus circumventing any concerns over the sometimes inadequate prosody of conventional text-to-speech.

Our approach – detailed in Sec. 3 – is applicable to any number of languages in combination (assuming appropriate multilingual data is available) and a multitude of different phonetic manipulations. We show in objective and subjective experiments (Sec. 4) that our proposal follows the pitch contour of the natural speech and generates noticeably and characteristically accented speech while matching the segmental quality of a monolingual baseline synthesiser.

2. BACKGROUND

2.1. Foreign-Accent Research

By comparing listeners’ reactions to speech designed to differ in specific aspects, researchers can shed light on how humans perceive speech. This methodology can be used to study the phonemic and perceptual basis of foreign accent (FA), and to disentangle the individual cues that underpin it. Historically, most FA research has focused on supra-segmental accent properties, including intonation and pauses [1], nuclear stress [2], duration [3], and speech rate [4]. Interestingly, however, [5] instead highlighted segmental errors as the phonetic cues most strongly responsible for conveying FA.

Unfortunately, it is not straightforward to create speech stimuli that isolate the effect of different segmental mispronunciations on accentedness. Even professional voice talents find it difficult to produce speech with isolated nonnative mispronunciations, not to mention speaking in intermediate degrees of accent. Cross-language splicing is labour-intensive and prone to artefacts at the joins. Consequently, [6] introduced the idea of stimulus generation through multilingual speech synthesis. Our work can be seen as an evolution of that idea, but using deep learning to generate foreign accent.

2.2. DNNs and Speech Synthesis for Perception Research

When creating synthetic speech stimuli for perception research, high segmental quality is a priority: research suggests that human perception processes differ between natural and (formant) synthesised speech due to a dearth of natural acoustic cues in the synthetic audio [7, 8]. While formant synthesis controlled by rules [9, 10] is the classic synthesis paradigm in perception research, a handful of recent studies (e.g., [11, 6]) have considered hidden Markov model (HMM) text-to-speech (TTS) coupled with decision-tree acoustic models for controllable speech synthesis with speech perception applications. Synthesis based on deep recurrent neural networks (RNNs) [12, 13] improve on the segmental quality of decision trees [14, 15] through
statistical learning methods that better replicate the acoustic properties (and cues) in natural speech recordings.

Another important advantage of deep learning is that it also provides great flexibility for controlling the output speech signal, e.g., to vary speaker identity [16], expression [17], or emotion [18]. A single deep neural network acoustic model can even be trained to perform multilingual TTS [19], though that requires redesigning the architecture of the synthesiser. This paper similarly describes a new RNN synthesiser architecture capable of multilingual speech synthesis with segmental control of foreign accent, while maintaining the prosodic characteristics of natural speech. In particular, we propose to extract durations and pitch contours from native, natural speech recordings, and use these as inputs rather than outputs in a deep LSTM-based acoustic model. Absent such recordings, one can always predict durations and pitch from text using dedicated, high-accuracy methods like [20].

### 3. METHOD

We will now describe how to practically realise our goal of creating a multilingual speech synthesiser with phonetic control and given prosodic characteristics. Our plan is to re-use the durations (phone timings) and the pitch contour (fundamental frequency F0 and voiced/unvoiced decision) of natural, native speech productions of the text prompt to be generated. This requires that such recordings are available prior to synthesis, either by only synthesising held-out prompts from the training data, or by custom-recording natural productions of the prompts to be synthesised. Alternatively, durations and F0 can be predicted externally, e.g., through conventional TTS methods, but the prosody will then be defined by a machine.

Since our speech durations are given, no duration model is needed. Our task is instead like acoustic modelling (predicting frame-wise inputs to a vocoder) in conventional TTS, except that pitch values also are provided. The vocoder parameters that remain to be predicted are source aperiodicities and filter spectra, which capture speech phonation quality and articulation; our approach is to learn to predict these with an RNN. Unusually, the system that results from this setup is neither text-to-speech nor speech-to-speech (voice conversion), but requires both text and speech input to generate audio. As the resulting speech output is a chimeric combination (cf. [21]) of man and machine – natural and predicted speech parameters – we dub this paradigm cyborg speech.

#### 3.1. Data

For this study, we had access to high-quality studio recordings of a male professional voice talent speaking both US English and Japanese natively. The recordings comprised 2000 utterances in each language (3 h 29 min of Japanese and 4 h 15 min of English) plus a separate set of 20 test utterances in each language. All audio recordings were downsampled to 48 kHz at 16 bits per sample, normalised to -6 dB below clipping, and limited to a single channel.

Acoustic analysis and synthesis were performed using WORLD [22] with 5 ms frame step. However, due to frequent voicing errors in the WORLD F0 extraction, particularly in Japanese devoiced vowels, we used pitch contours from the GlottDNN pitch extractor in [23] instead. This substantially improved analysis-synthesis quality. The obtained WORLD spectra and aperiodicities were subsequently reduced to 60 mel-generalised cepstrum coefficients (MGCs) and 25 band aperiodicities (BAPs) plus their Δ and Δ² coefficients.

To associate each audio frame with a phone, we performed forced alignment using two monolingual synthesisers based on HTS.

#### 3.2. Acoustic Model Inputs

Typical TTS front-ends extract a diverse set of features from the text. This includes phonetic context (quinphones) and a variety of other additional, typically language-dependent, features. While the use of phonetic context is widespread across the most popular front-ends, other linguistic features vary substantially across languages and systems, making them hard to reconcile in a multilingual application. However, since these additional features primarily are used for improving the prediction of prosody, they are not necessary for our application; hence we ignored any such extra front-end features, keeping only five-hot quinphone context as our only text-derived RNN input, as phones are necessary for enabling phonetic control.

To obtain multilingual quinphones, we took the union of the phone sets in all languages considered, treating duplicate symbols across languages as distinct phones. This gave a total of 98 phones for our bilingual system. In practice, our scheme is implemented by zero-padding conventional five-hot monolingual quinphone vectors features to reach the dimensionality of the target multilingual quinphone feature vector. A more advanced setup could encode multilingual phones based on IPA and articulatory features. This would open the door to even more discriminate pronunciation control.

Aside from the quinphone features, we added a binary language flag indicating the language of the current frame. This flag can be generalised to a one-hot vector in applications with more than two languages. While the language flag in our case is redundant given that our multilingual identities already encode language information, that would not necessarily be the case if an articulatory or IPA-based phonetic input representation was used. Regardless of encoding, it is straightforward to interpolate between the input feature values representing different phones and languages, enabling speech output with intermediate phonetics or articulation, in mixed languages.

Since we have access to reference durations and F0 values, it makes sense to provide these as inputs to the acoustic model, especially since this benefits subjective output quality [14]. Following [15], we used three duration-dependent features as input for each frame. For pitch input, we used the voicing flag and (interpolated) log F0 and its Δ and Δ² features as frame inputs, which enables us to learn and replicate dependencies between voicing frequency and the acoustic features of the speech. A schematic overview of the complete system and its training is provided in Fig. 1.

#### 3.3. RNN Training and Synthesis

With the above setup, one obtains an acoustic modelling problem where each frame has output dimensionality 255 (static and dynamic...
Among the four stimulus generators considered, only BIL is capable of interpolating between languages as necessary for generating foreign accent. We decided to investigate this novel feature in a simple application to creating American English-accented Japanese speech stimuli. Specifically, we considered five distinct consonant substitutions inspired by common mispronunciations among native speakers of American English (L1) speaking Japanese as a foreign language (L2). All of these mispronunciations can be emulated by simply replacing specific Japanese phones in the test prompt phonetisations by a corresponding phone in the Comiblex General American phone set, without changing pitch or duration. The chosen substitutions and their prevalence are described in Tab. 1.

The manipulations in Tab. 1 represent five different directions in which Japanese speech can be altered to simulate an American accent. We also created stimuli combining all substitutions simultaneously, a manipulation labelled “all”. Two degrees of interpolation were considered for each manipulation: either completely replacing all quinphone references to the substituted phone by a phone from the other language (degree 1.0), or half-way interpolation by averaging the original and substituted input vectors (degree 0.5). The language flag was similarly altered on frames where the centre phone came from the English phone set. This produced a total of twelve synthetically accented stimuli for each of the 20 test-set prompts.

We use the term condition to refer to the combination of system (NAT, VOC, MON, BIL), manipulation (none, r, sh, z, j, ch, all), and degree of interpolation (0.0, 0.5, 1.0). Each of the 16 conditions considered is associated with one stimulus (waveform) per text prompt, for a total of 320 stimuli included in the evaluation.

4.2. Pitch Reproduction Experiment

Even though we used durations and pitch contours directly estimated from natural speech recordings, this is no guarantee that these prosodic features are faithfully reproduced by the vocoder. To check this, we re-ran the GlottDNN pitch extractor on the WORLD-synthesised speech files, giving a new pitch contour for each stimulus. If pitch is accurately maintained by the synthesiser, these should be similar to the pitch contours extracted from NAT. Heading (a) of Tab. 2 quantifies the mean per-prompt Pearson correlation between mutually voiced frames of In F0 contours from NAT and from other configurations. The correlations are much higher than F0 correlations seen in pure TTS, e.g., [20].

4.3. Subjective Quality Evaluation

Next, we estimated the subjective segmental quality of speech generated by the different systems through a web-based listening test. We used native Japanese listeners crowdsourced through CrowdWorks to gather assessments of all stimuli on the classic opinion score Likert scale from 1 (Bad) through 5 (Excellent). Stimuli were presented to listeners for assessment in a randomised but balanced design, such that each set of 16 stimuli that a listener heard contained one example from each condition, and that each distinct stimulus would be rated 30 times throughout the course of the evaluation. Listeners were remunerated for each complete set of 16 stimuli they rated, and were limited to rating at most six utterance sets.

After excluding a single listener who reported not being able to properly perform the task, 599 subjective ratings remained for each condition, provided by a total of 131 participating individuals. The results of the evaluation of subjective quality are reported under heading (b) of Tab. 2, in the form of mean opinion score (MOS) for each condition and two-tailed 95% confidence intervals (rounded outwards) for these means, based on a Gaussian approximation.
Looking at Tab. 2, we note that the natural recordings are as high-quality, but that analysis-synthesis (VOC) shows notable degradation (0.72 points on the five-point scale). Compared to VOC, the further drop in rating introduced by the two syntheses of MON and BIL without manipulation is smaller (at most 0.38 points). Most importantly, however, the difference in rated quality (MOS) between MON and BIL is only 0.01 points. We can conclude that our approach is not far from the segmental-quality of stimuli created through vocoder-domain signal modification, and that effectively is no quality penalty for building a system capable of multilingual speech synthesis and foreign accent generation, compared to a monolingual one. Holm-Bonferroni corrected Student’s t-tests show that the differences in quality of (NAT, VOC) and (VOC, MON) are statistically significant at the 0.05 level, whereas (MON, BIL) is not.

For manipulated conditions (BIL), the subjective quality ratings tend to lie somewhat below BIL with no manipulation. Most of the time, the difference is insignificant, but for the manipulations r and all at full interpolation the drop is 0.25 and 0.31 MOS points, respectively. This might either reflect an actual decrease in segmental signal quality, or it could be that listeners (partially or fully) are unable to perceptually separate their judgment of accent from that of segmental quality, meaning that accented speech may be more likely to be rated as having intrinsically lower quality due to the accent alone. The latter would be consistent with findings that foreign accent can affect attitudes and value judgements towards a speaker [32]. An evaluation with English speech and listeners comparing BIL monolingual system could assess the quality of the English aspect of BIL, but would still not be able to disentangle the effects of foreign accent and segmental quality during interpolation.

### 4.4. Foreign-Accent Evaluation

Each time a test stimulus was presented, the listener was also instructed to indicate the strength of foreign accent, scored on a seven-point Likert scale from 1 (native-like) to 7 (very strong), as in [6]. As that study only investigated short, isolated words with consonant substitutions (whereas we tested entire sentences with few, sometimes no substitutions), and they did not keep the prosody across languages, we expect our manipulations to produce less extreme effects on perceived accent than they observed. In return for using longer stimuli, we were able to collect reliable quality ratings in Sec. 4.3.

Per-condition average ratings of the strength of foreign accent, together with confidence intervals like before, are reported under heading (c) of Tab. 2. It is obvious that speech with the most pervasive phonetic substitutions r and sh (Deg. 1.0) was perceived as substantially more accented than BIL without interpolation. In particular, manipulations involving the r-phoneme (r and all) provoked highly significant differences of 0.99 or more on the seven-point scale, despite the limited fraction of phone tokens that were modified. The intermediate degree of interpolation produced smaller rating differences. The fact that some manipulations were perceived as noticeably more accented than others echoes the findings in [6].

In addition to the strength of foreign accent, we also prompted listeners to indicate the language of the foreign accent of each stimulus presented, choosing between “No accent”, “Chinese”, “Korean”, “Australian”, “Indonesian”, “American”, and “Don’t know”; this list was based on the most populous groups of non-citizens residing in Japan. A breakdown of the resulting responses for a subset of conditions is presented in Tab. 3. The table data supports the following observations and conclusions: i) The recorded Japanese speech is not foreign-accented (77% “no accent” responses). ii) The effects of vocoding (VOC) and especially RNN-based prediction (MON and BIL) interfere with human accent classification (51% or less “no accent”; 24% or greater “unknown” responses). iii) On every row, “American” was the most commonly perceived specific accent. iv) Speech with manipulated ‘r’s was obviously identifiable as an American foreign accent. (“American” was the most common response to the manipulations r and all, with “no accent” at 23% or less.)

### 5. CONCLUSION

We have described a new application of deep-learning-based speech synthesis to create speech stimuli with controllable foreign accent only using native (non-accented) multilingual speech recordings. Using a novel system architecture, we are able to mimic the prosody of natural speech and achieve a signal quality not far below that of vocoded audio. Empirical tests confirm the efficacy of the approach.

Our next step is to apply our method to perform research on segmental foreign accent. This includes a more varied regimen of objective and subjective tests, together with extensions to other languages and manipulations. Compelling refinements of the method include more meaningful encodings of the phonetic inputs, e.g., place of articulation, and considering multispeaker data.
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